
Education Study Visits to 

BBuullggaarriiaa 
Organized by the Bulgarian Comparative Education Society 

About the visits 
BCES organizes study visits to Bulgaria for foreign 
students, teachers, administrators and faculty. The 
overall goal of the visits is to present Bulgarian 
education to foreign participants who are interested in 
the history and current state of Bulgarian education, 
and today's school practices. 

The visits are planned to be high-quality international 
events providing excellent opportunities for contacts, 
studies and discussions. During the visits participants 
improve their international qualification and obtain 
information they can use in their research, teaching 
courses, graduation or dissertation theses. 

Who should attend 
The visits will be of interest to: 

 Undergraduate and graduate students 
 Doctoral students 
 Primary and secondary school teachers 
 School principals 
 Policy makers and school administrators  
 University and college faculty 
 Researchers 

Visits program 
The study visits program consists of: 
 Seminar on Bulgarian Education 
 Visits to schools 
 Cultural tours 

Other details 
 The study visits are organized from September 

through May. 
 The exact dates of each study visit are decided 

by participants. 
 The acceptable number of participants in a group 

is between 10 and 35. 
 The study visits duration is 5 to 14 days.  

Seminar on Bulgarian education 
The Seminar consists of 3 parts: 

Part 1: History of Bulgarian Education 

Part 2: Current State of Bulgarian Education  

Part 3: Other Aspects of Bulgarian Education 

Visits to schools 
Visits to kindergartens, primary and secondary 
schools aim at giving participants good opportunities 
to see the environment, organization and practices in 
Bulgarian education institutions. Participants are also 
given opportunities to teach to Bulgarian students in 
primary or secondary school classes. Meetings with 
Bulgarian university students and postgraduates in 
university programs are also planned. 

Cultural tours 
Cultural tours are organized depending on the 
duration of the study visit. Typical cultural tours are: a 
half-day sightseeing tour around Sofia, including a 
visit to the National History Museum; a one-day tour 
to Rila Monastery; a one-day tour to Koprivshtitsa; a 
two-day tour to Tryavna and Sokolski Monastery. 

Participation fee  
The participation fee depends on what it includes and 
the number of persons in a group. The participation 
fee is a matter of negotiation and agreement between 
BCES and participants. 

Contact 
Prof. Dr.habil. Nikolay Popov 
Bulgarian Comparative Education Society 
Blvd Shipchenski prohod 69 A  
1574 Sofia, Bulgaria  
tel: (+359) 898 3111 98  
fax: (+359 2) 944 98 47 
e-mail: bces.conference@bgcell.net 
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